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Coherent vs. Direct Detec.on 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•  Coherent amplifica.on using ideal maser/laser 
•  Gain and noise are op.mized when energy level 
popula.ons are perfectly inverted 
•  Nonzero output even for zero input 

-  spontaneous emission is random 
-  perfect photon coun.ng is not possible 
-  spontaneous emission = “quantum noise” 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•  Pulse represents direct detec.on 
of a single X‐ray photon 
•  High pulse SNR means zero 
photon coun.ng error 
•  No pulses = no photons 
•  Perfect photon coun.ng is 
possible 

MKID 
Day et al., 2003 



Fundamental dis.nc.on 
•  Emission rate is propor.onal to number of 
photons in final state: 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!emission
n!n+1 !

!!"n + 1| a† |n#
!!2 = n + 1

!absorption
n!n"1 ! |"n# 1| a |n$|2 = n

•  Absorp.on rate is propor.onal to number of 
photons in ini.al state: 

•  See Feynman Lectures, vol. III, chapter 4 



•  Importance of quantum noise depends on 
–     significant limi.ng factor 

–     quantum noise is not important 

Quantum Noise 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!emission
n!n+1 !

!!"n + 1| a† |n#
!!2 = n + 1

•  Spontaneous emission = quantum noise 

n

n >> 1
n << 1

n =
1

eh!/kT ! 1
h! >> kT ! n << 1

h! << kT ! n >> 1
Wien limit 

Rayleigh‐Jeans limit 

Quantum noise ! 

•  For blackbody radia.on (see Feynman III.4): 



!P = h!!
!! "

!
n0(1+#n0)

# !" (second term due to bunching)

! h!
#"

"
#n0!"$ = h!

#"

"
N($) (Poisson statistics; for #n0 << 1)

! kBT0!!!
!! "

= h!
#"

N(")!
!! "

(Dicke formula; for #n0 >> 1)

Photon sta.s.cs & photon bunching 

! "# !"#"$#%&n0
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• Single‐mode instrument 
• Cold input acenuator η 
• Lossless bandpass filter Δν 

• Ideal photon‐coun.ng detector 
• n0 is the photon occupa.on 
number at input (photons Hz‐1 s‐1)

The 1 σ power sensi.vity afer integra.on .me τ is: 



Amplifiers and quantum noise 

! "# !"#"$#%&n0 '
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• A quantum‐limited high gain 
(G >> 1) amplifier is now 
inserted before the detector 

• Single‐mode instrument 
• Ideal photon‐coun.ng detector 
• Acenuator & filter before amp 

The 1 σ power sensi.vity afer integra.on .me τ is: 

!P =
!

!!
"

h!
# ("n0 + 1) (second term is quantum noise)

! kBT0!!!
!! "

(Dicke formula; for "n0 >> 1)

! h!!!
#
!

!! "
(quantum limit; for "n0 << 1)

Direct detection is more sensitive by the factor
!

!n0 when !n0 << 1.
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CMB, ν > 40 GHz 

n < 1

CMB dominates 
background from 
space for 
ν < 700 GHz 

Occupa.on number: ground and space 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from ground for 
ν > 4 THz 

n < 1

from ground for 
ν ~ 200‐300 GHz 

n ! 1

Thanks to C.M.B. ! 



Same plot, different units 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Dole et al. 2006 



Recap 

•  Rela.ve sensi.vity of coherent vs. direct 
detec.on is controlled by photon occupa.on 
number 

•  mm/submm band represents the transi.on 
from   (radio) to   (op.cal) 

•  Transi.on occurs at 
– 40 GHz for space observatories 
– 4 THz for ground‐based observatories 
– Somewhere in between for airplanes & balloons 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n >> 1 n << 1



Spectroscopy at 1 mm: direct or coherent? 

•  200‐300 GHz band of interest for CO redshifs 
•  Recall:   for  mm 

•  Challenges for direct detec.on 
–  Instrument size ! 
– Detector sensi.vity, opera.ng temperature 

•  Challenges for coherent detec.on 
– Bandwidth (100 GHz ?) 
– Sensi.vity (near quantum limit) 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n ! 1 ! ! 1



Zspec: a 2‐D Waveguide Gra.ng Spectrometer for 200‐300 GHz 

Input horn 

bolometer 

Bend block 

60 mK ADR 

3He/4He
 Fridge 

60 mK gra.ng+bolometers 

Caltech: Naylor, Zmuidzinas,  
Colorado: Aguirre, Earle, Glenn 
ISAS/JAXA: Inami, Matsuhara 
JPL: Bock, Bradford, Nguyen 



Z‐Spec high‐redshif measurements 

Cloverleaf QSO at z=2.55 
7.9 hours with Z‐Spec at CSO 

Rest Wavelength [µm] 

Frequency [GHz] 

CO J=6‐>5 

CO J=9‐>8 
CO J=8‐>7 

CO J=7‐>6 

Line Significance 

Raw Spectrum 

434  372  325  289 

Cloverleaf host galaxy: 

• A powerful lensed system,
 originally detected in
 submillimeter (redshifed
 dust) by Barvainis et al.
 (1992). 
* CO 4‐3 and 7‐6 detected
 with IRAM 30m and PdB
 interferometer (same group
 in 1994). 

Z‐Spec at CSO:  
3 new lines including 2
 highest‐J transiYons! 



ZRx + WASP: 12 GHz IF bandwidth (DSB) 

180‐300 GHz SIS Receiver 
fixed‐tuned mixer, synthesized LO 

F. Rice + C. Sumner 

WASP II Backend 
4 × 3.5 GHz  

A. Harris, UMd 



WASP: wideband analog correlator 

A wideband lag correlator for heterodyne spectroscopy of broad
astronomical and atmospheric spectral lines

A. I. Harrisa)

Department of Astronomy, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

J. Zmuidzinasb)

G. W. Downs Laboratory of Physics, California Institute of Technology, 320-47, Pasadena, California 91125

!Received 1 August 2000; accepted for publication 26 October 2000"

WASP2 is a lag correlation spectrometer that is optimized for astronomical heterodyne observations

of spectral lines from mid-infrared through centimeter wavelengths. Since the instrument is a

wideband microwave spectrum analyzer, its basic technology is well suited to radio astronomy,

atmospheric remote sensing, and any other application which requires observations of broad spectral

lines. In this specific instrument, eight 16 lag correlator boards form a 128 lag spectrometer with 33

MHz spectral resolution. The spectrometer’s present microwave components dominate its gain

shape, yielding a spectrometer which covers a useful !6 dB bandwidth" single band of 3600 MHz,
from 280 to 3880 MHz. The correlator boards have a 3 dB bandwidth of 4000 MHz, from below 100

MHz to near their aliasing limit of 4200 MHz. WASP2 obtains its wide bandwidth with fully analog

high frequency components: the voltage multipliers are transistor circuits and the delays are lengths

of microstrip transmission line. WASP2 is simple, compact, requires little power, and integrates

stably for many hours. © 2001 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1334629$

I. INTRODUCTION

New astronomical and remote-sensing instruments re-

quire microwave spectrometers with modest spectral resolu-

tion over several gigahertz of instantaneous bandwidth. Ap-

plications include submillimeter and far-infrared

observations of Doppler-broadened spectral lines from gal-

axies, millimeter-wave searches for distant objects with

poorly known redshifts, and observations of pressure-

broadened atmospheric lines. We have discussed some of

these applications in more detail in an article that describes a

prototype of our broadband spectrometer.1

Here we describe WASP2 !wideband analog spectrom-
eter", a second-generation broadband autocorrelation spec-
trometer with fully analog high frequency signal processing.

Analog components allow a compact and simple system with

low complexity and low power consumption. The spectrom-

eter is small enough that it is easy to mount it on the tele-

scope, very close to the receiver, simplifying the wideband

connection between receiver and spectrometer. Although

configured as a 128 channel autocorrelator, the spectrom-

eter’s correlator boards permit flexible spectrometer architec-

tures with autocorrelation or cross correlation in any multiple

of 16 lags. The basic WASP technology is consequently use-

ful for either single-dish or interferometer array instruments.

The WASP2 spectrometer contains eight of these correlator

boards for 33 MHz resolution over a 6 dB bandwidth of 3600

MHz, providing resolution and bandwidth that are well

matched to observations of distant galaxies at submillimeter

wavelengths. In another instrument, a single correlator board

is the spectrometer in a 22 GHz water line radiometer that

will make atmospheric phase corrections for interferometers.

WASP2 has several advantages over other types of spec-

trometers for many wideband applications. Compared with

acousto-optical spectrometers, analog correlators have wider

bandwidths by factors of 2–4. Compared with filter-bank

spectrometers, most of WASP2’s components are printed on

or soldered to circuit boards, leading to an instrument which

is considerably simpler, less massive, more compact, and

which does not require high-tolerance machining. Compared

with digital correlators, analog correlators eliminate high-

speed digitization and digital signal processing, vastly reduc-

ing the instrument’s power consumption and complexity.

Analog delays and multiplications also do not degrade the

signal to noise ratio with coarse digitization steps. Analog

processing does have quirks. In particular, the sampling in

time delay is not perfectly uniform and each sample has its

own frequency response. Since sampling and other nonideal

behavior is stable in time and can be accurately measured,

these nonidealities do not significantly affect the spectrom-

eter’s performance, but only provide additional tasks for the

data reduction software.

II. INSTRUMENT

A. Correlator cards

Autocorrelator spectrometers obtain spectra by using the

Fourier transform relationship between a signal’s autocorre-

lation function and power spectrum

S! f "!!
"%

%

R!&"cos!2' f &"d& , !1"a"Electronic mail: harris@astro.umd.edu
b"Electronic mail: jonas@submm.caltech.edu
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where S( f ) is the power spectrum as a function of frequency

f and R(!) is the signal’s autocorrelation function as a func-
tion of time delay "lag# !. WASP2’s circuit boards contain all
the components necessary to estimate the autocorrelation

function

R"!#!$V" t #V" t"!#%. "2#

Tapped transmission lines provide the time delays !, transis-
tor multipliers form the product of the two input voltages

V(t) and V(t"!), and low-frequency electronics integrate
the multiplier output to provide the time average. Figure 1 is

a schematic block diagram of the signal processing circuits

contained on the correlator boards.

Nyquist sampling a band-limited signal requires mea-

surement at a frequency at least twice the signal’s band-

limited bandwidth & f , or twice per shortest wavelength
along a transmission line. Reflections between the taps of the

tapped delay lines cause a strong, broad resonance when the

wavelength is half the tap separation, however. The counter-

propagating signals within WASP2 "Fig. 1# are delayed by
equal amounts to each input, so the multipliers’ physical

spacing at the Nyquist cutoff frequency f c is a quarter wave-

length along each line. With this geometry the resonance

from tap reflections falls at twice the Nyquist cutoff fre-

quency and does not degrade the response at the high end of

the band.

A series of resistive power dividers sample the signal of

a traveling wave along the transmission lines. Each sampling

tap starts with a narrow "0.008 in.# trace extending from the

line’s edge to an 820 ' chip resistor, a direct current "dc#
blocking capacitor, and then the multiplier input. Coupling to

the multiplier is #24 dB at low frequencies, with the resis-
tor’s shunt capacitance "(0.05 pF# increasing the coupling
by a few decibels at the highest frequency. This rollup is

desirable, as it partially compensates for some of the multi-

pliers’ rolloff with frequency. A Nyquist cutoff frequency

f c!4200MHz was chosen to match commercially available
2

broadband splitters;3 the corresponding tap spacing is 59.5

ps, or 0.380 in. along microstrip transmission lines on 0.020

in. thick )r!3.5 circuit board. Each line starts at a SMA end
launch connector, continues through the 16 taps, and ends at

a chip resistor termination. The two transmission lines start

at opposite ends of the circuit board, running close to the

center along the long axis of the board. The inputs are well

matched: peaks in the input return loss range from #20 to
#15 dB across the spectrometer’s operating band.

The voltage multipliers are Agilent IAM-81008 active

mixers.4 These MMIC devices have classical Gilbert multi-

plier cell cores5 and are good analog multipliers when local

oscillator starved. Measurement of power linearity over a

wide power range confirms that the devices match their the-

oretical response to input signals, Vout!* tanh(+V1V2),
where * and + are unit-conversion constants. For this hyper-
bolic tangent saturation law the power gain compression fac-

tor is f!(a/si)tanh(si /a), where si is the input power and a
is the saturation constant. With the measured value of a

!#17 dBm, the 0.22 dB compression "5% deviation from

linear# power is si!#21 dBm. For very high accuracy mea-
surements, it is straightforward to correct for multiplier satu-

ration in software.6 With a typical multiplier responsivity of

3 V/mW, #21 dBm corresponds to 24 mV at the multiplier’s
output.

Amplification and demodulation precede each channel’s

analog-to-digital converter "ADCs#.7 Each ADC contains an
internal analog integrator that integrates the signal over the

spectrometer’s 11.5 ms readout cycle time. This ADC ac-

cepts bipolar inputs that in principle could match the auto-

correlation function’s voltage range. Unfortunately, the

ADC’s excess noise near zero volts in its bipolar mode pre-

cludes this, so circuitry after the hardware demodulators is

needed to provide an offset to shift the bipolar correlation

signal into positive voltages for unipolar analog to digital

conversion. Switching the polarity of the phase switch signal

"double phase switching# with each readout cycle and digital
demodulation removes residual drift from this offset signal

and restores the autocorrelation function’s bipolar range.

Autocorrelator electronics generally have higher dy-

namic range requirements than filter spectrometer electronics

because the detectors see the entire input bandwidth instead

of a filtered fraction. The radiometer equation gives the re-

lationship between the maximum signal level, which is set

by the receiver and input noise temperatures, and the mini-

mum signal level, which is set by radiometric power fluctua-

tions. The ratio of the two gives the minimum dynamic range

for power measurements within the spectrometer:

Dynamic range!
T̄

&T rms
!!B! int . "3#

For an autocorrelator this dynamic range requirement relaxes

with increasing lag number because the noise level is ap-

proximately constant with lag but the magnitude of the cor-

related signal generally decreases. The input bandwidth B is

set by the microwave components preceding the multiplier,

and the analog integration time ! int should be short enough to
keep the dynamic range below a practical limit of 16 bits.

For a rectangular 4000 MHz passband and WASP2’s 11.5

ms integration time, the dynamic range requirement is 6782

(212.7).

FIG. 1. Schematic view showing a section of the ‘‘ladder’’ of multipliers

within WASP2 and its low-frequency signal processing electronics. Sections

of microwave stripline provide propagation-time delays between fast tran-

sistor multipliers.

1532 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 2, February 2001 A. I. Harris and J. Zmuidzinas
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Date: Tue, 10 Aug 1999 11:23:48 ‐0400 (EDT) 
From: "Andrew Harris (301)405‐7531" <harris@astro.umd.edu> 
To: Jonas Zmuidzinas <jonas@socrates.submm.caltech.edu> 
Subject: Redshif Reinhard 

Hello Jonas ‐‐ 

It's like deja vu all over again... 

I met up with Reinhard in Berkeley yesterday, and he's gocen very interested in the idea of wideband redshif 
work on distant galaxies.   

He's had Dieter Lutz and Albrecht Poglitsch looking into the astronomical and instrumental (incoherent) aspects 
of this, and wondered what I thought of the coherent approach. The 30m is now down to an oversubscrip.on 
of 1.3 or so, and slowly headed down, so it's quite possible to think of using it for substan.al integra.ons in the 
future (700 m^2). 

He's been doing rather idealized coherent/incoherent comparisons.  I told him that you and I have been 
heading in this direc.on for a while, that you've been working on wideband front ends and the direct 
spectrometer as well as the analog correlator stuff.  He's very interested in exploring this further if we are.  We 
tried to call you from his temporary office, but couldn't get you, of course.  I did give him a copy of your 
quantum noise paper ‐‐ I hope that's ok; as far as I remember it didn't have anything he could steal away, so to 
speak… 

Spectroscopy at 1mm: direct or coherent? 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Direct‐detec.on correla.on spectrometer? 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•  Feed all lags 
simultaneously 

•  All input photons 
absorbed 

•  Two detectors per lag 
•    
•   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Spectrometer sensi.vity 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64‐lag correla.on 
spectrometer 

single‐lag scanned 
correlator (FTS) 

64‐lag correlator + 
quantum‐limited 
preamp 

Ideal spectrometer (gra.ng) 



Discussion 

•  In principle, a gra.ng spectrometer tells you the 
wavelength of each detected photon 

•  A correla.on spectrometer does not do this! 
•  Loss of sensi.vity for correlator at low n arises 
from this wavelength ambiguity 

•  At high n, correlator receives photons in bunches, 
not individually 
– A mul.‐lag correlator can measure the wavelength of 
the bunch: take Fourier transform of photon counts 

– A single (scanned) lag correlator (FTS) cannot do this 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Spa.al interferometry: same story… 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1‐d aperture synthesis sensi.vity 

Instantaneous beam pacerns 
for pairwise‐combined and N‐
way combined interferometers 

•  N‐way beam combina.on gives more compact beam pacerns 
-  Reduces ambiguity in photon posi.on on sky 

•  En.rely analogous to correla.on spectrometer vs. gra.ng  



For more informa.on… 

•  A rigorous founda.on for sensi.vity 
comparisons is available 

•  Photon noise covariance matrix is the key: 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 KISS MMIC Array Workshop ‐ Zmuidzinas/Caltech   20 

•  Basically Hanbury Brown & Twiss 
•  See: 
-  J. Zmuidzinas, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 20, 218 (2003) 
-  J. Zmuidzinas, Appl. Opt. 42, 4989 (2003) 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